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ABSTRACT
We have updated our results on identified charged hadron production using the full
SLD data sample of 550,000 hadronic Z0 decays taken between 1993 and 1998. The
SLD Cherenkov Ring Imaging Detector allows the identification of clean samples of
charged pions, kaons and protons over a wide momentum range, providing precise tests
of perturbative QCD calculations and of fragmentation models. We have studied flavor-
inclusive Z0 decays, as well as decays into light, c and b flavors, selected using the SLD
vertex detector. In addition we have updated our comparison of hadron and antihadron
production in light quark (rather than antiquark) jets, selected using the high SLC
electron beam polarization. Differences between hadron and antihadron production at
high momentum fraction provide precise measurements of leading particle production
and new, stringent tests of fragmentation models.
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1. Introduction
The production of final state hadrons from primary hard partons, e.g. the quark and
antiquark in e+e− → Z0 → qq¯, is currently believed to proceed in three stages. The
first stage involves the radiation of gluons from the primary quark and antiquark, which
in turn radiate gluons or split into qq¯ pairs until their virtuality approaches the hadron
mass scale. Such a “parton shower” is calculable in perturbative QCD, for example in
the Modified Leading Logarithm Approximation (MLLA) [1].
The second stage, in which these partons turn into “primary” hadrons, is not un-
derstood quantitatively, although several hadronization models exist. A simple model
is the ansatz of Local Parton-Hadron Duality (LPHD) [1], which hypothesizes that
distributions of kinematic quantities for a given hadron species are directly propor-
tional to the parton distributions at some appropriate parton virtuality. This allows
the prediction via MLLA QCD of the shapes of differential cross sections for primary
hadrons, and of, for example, the energy- and mass-dependences of the peak of the
distribution of ξ = − ln(xp), where xp = 2p/Ecm, p is the hadron momentum and Ecm
is the e+e− center-of-mass energy.
The third stage, in which unstable primary hadrons decay into final state hadrons,
complicates the interpretation of inclusive measurements. It is desirable to remove the
effects of these decays when comparing with the predictions of QCD+LPHD. Addi-
tional complications arise in jets initiated by heavy (c or b) quarks in which the leading
heavy hadrons carry a large fraction of the beam energy, restricting that available to
other primary particles, and then decay into a number of secondary particles. It is
thus also desirable to restrict measurements to events with light primary flavors.
A particularly interesting aspect of jet fragmentation is the question of what hap-
pens to the primary quark or antiquark that initiated the jet. Many fragmentation
models assume that the initial quark is “contained” as a valence constituent of a par-
ticular hadron, and that this “leading” hadron has on average a higher momentum
than the other particles in the jet. This phenomenon has not been studied precisely
for high-energy light-flavor jets, since it is difficult to identify the sign and flavor of the
initial q/q¯ on a jet-by-jet basis. The quantification of leading particle effects could lead
to ways to identify the primary flavor of arbitrary samples of jets, enabling a number
of new measurements in e+e−, as well as in ep and pp¯, collisions.
In this paper we present an update of our analysis of π±, K±, and p/p¯ production
in hadronic Z0 decays collected by the SLC Large Detector (SLD). The analysis is
based upon the full sample of 550,000 hadronic events obtained in runs of the SLAC
Linear Collider (SLC) between 1993 and 1998. We measure differential cross sections
in an inclusive sample of hadronic events of all flavors, and also in high-purity samples
of light- (Z0 → uu¯, dd¯, ss¯) and b-flavor (Z0 → bb¯) events. From these three samples we
extract corrected differential cross sections in light- and b-, as well as c-flavor (Z0 → cc¯)
events. The unfolded differential cross sections for the light-flavor events are free from
effects of heavy quark production and decay, and as such provide a more appropriate
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sample for comparison with QCD predictions, which generally assume massless quarks,
although the influence of decay products of other unstable primary hadrons remains.
We use these measurements to test the predictions of various fragmentation models.
We also select samples of quark and antiquark jets from our light-flavor event sam-
ple, using the large forward-backward production asymmetry in polar angle inherent in
collisions of highly polarized electrons with positrons. The differential cross sections are
measured separately for hadrons and antihadrons in light-quark jets, and the observed
differences are interpreted in terms of leading particle effects. These measurements
provide precise, unique tests of fragmentation models.
2. The SLD and Hadronic Event Selection
A general description of the SLD can be found elsewhere [3]. The trigger and initial
selection criteria for hadronic Z0 decays are described in Ref. [4]. This analysis used
charged tracks measured in the Central Drift Chamber (CDC) [5] and Vertex Detector
(VXD) [6], and identified using the Cherenkov Ring Imaging Detector (CRID) [7].
Momentum measurement is provided by a uniform axial magnetic field of 0.6T. The
CDC and VXD give a momentum resolution of σp⊥/p⊥ = 0.01⊕ 0.0026p⊥, where p⊥ is
the track momentum transverse to the beam axis in GeV/c. One quarter of the data
were taken with the original vertex detector (VXD2), and the rest with the upgraded
detector (VXD3). In the plane normal to the beamline the centroid of the micron-
sized SLC IP was reconstructed from tracks in sets of approximately thirty sequential
hadronic Z0 decays to a precision of σIP ≃ 7 µm for the VXD2 data and ≃3 µm
for the VXD3 data. Including the uncertainty on the IP position, the resolution on
the charged track impact parameter (δ) projected in the plane perpendicular to the
beamline is σδ =11⊕70/(p sin
3/2 θ) µm for VXD2 and σδ =8⊕29/(p sin
3/2 θ) µm for
VXD3, where θ is the track polar angle with respect to the beamline. The CRID
comprises two radiator systems that allow the identification of charged pions with
high efficiency and purity in the momentum range 0.3–35 GeV/c, charged kaons in
the ranges 0.75–6 GeV/c and 9–35 GeV/c, and protons in the ranges 0.75–6 GeV/c
and 10–46 GeV/c [8]. The event thrust axis [9] was calculated using energy clusters
measured in the Liquid Argon Calorimeter [10].
A set of cuts was applied to the data to select well-measured tracks and events
well contained within the detector acceptance. Charged tracks were required to have a
distance of closest approach transverse to the beam axis within 5 cm, and within 10 cm
along the axis from the measured IP, as well as | cos θ| < 0.80, and p⊥ > 0.15 GeV/c.
Events were required to have a minimum of seven such tracks, a thrust axis polar
angle w.r.t. the beamline, θT , within | cos θT | < 0.71, and a charged visible energy
Evis of at least 20 GeV, which was calculated from the selected tracks assigned the
charged pion mass. The efficiency for selecting a well-contained Z0 → qq¯(g) event was
estimated to be above 96% independent of quark flavor. The VXD, CDC and CRID
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Efficiency for Z0 → Purity of Z0 →
uu¯, dd¯, ss¯ cc¯ bb¯ uu¯, dd¯, ss¯ cc¯ bb¯
light-tag 0.846 0.338 0.034 0.881 0.106 0.013
c-tag 0.153 0.617 0.401 0.320 0.388 0.292
b-tag 0.001 0.045 0.565 0.005 0.064 0.931
Table 1: Tagging efficiencies for simulated events in the three flavor categories to be
tagged as light, c or b. The three rightmost columns indicate the composition of each
simulated tagged sample assuming SM relative flavor production.
were required to be operational, resulting in a selected sample of roughly 303,000 events,
with an estimated non-hadronic background contribution of 0.10 ± 0.05% dominated
by Z0 → τ+τ− events.
Samples of events enriched in light and b primary flavors were selected based on
charged track impact parameters δ with respect to the IP in the plane transverse to
the beam [11]. For each event we define nsig as the number of tracks with impact
parameter greater than three times its estimated error, δ > 3σδ. Events with nsig = 0
were assigned to the light flavor sample and those with nsig ≥ 4 were assigned to
the b sample; the remaining events were classified as a c sample. The light, c and b
samples comprised 176,000, 88,000 and 38,000 events, respectively; selection efficiencies
and sample purities were estimated from our Monte Carlo simulation and are listed in
table 1.
Separate samples of hemispheres enriched in light-quark and light-antiquark jets
were selected from the light-tagged event sample by exploiting the large electroweak
forward-backward production asymmetry wrt the beam direction. The event thrust
axis was used to approximate the initial qq¯ axis and was signed such that its z-
component was positive, tˆz > 0. Events in the central region of the detector, where
the production asymmetry is small, were removed by the requirement |tˆz| > 0.2, leav-
ing 125,000 events. The quark-tagged hemisphere in events with left-(right-)handed
electron beam was defined to comprise the set of tracks with positive (negative) mo-
mentum projection along the signed thrust axis. The remaining tracks in each event
were defined to be in the antiquark-tagged hemisphere. The sign and magnitude of
the electron beam polarization were measured for every event. For the selected event
sample, the average magnitude of the polarization was 0.73. Using this value and as-
suming Standard Model couplings at tree-level, the purity of the quark-tagged sample
is 0.73.
For the purpose of estimating the efficiency and purity of the event flavor tagging
and the particle identification, we made use of a detailed Monte Carlo (MC) simulation
of the detector. The JETSET 7.4 [12] event generator was used, with parameter
values tuned to hadronic e+e− annihilation data [13], combined with a simulation of B-
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hadron decays tuned [14] to Υ(4S) data and a simulation of the SLD based on GEANT
3.21 [15]. Inclusive distributions of single-particle and event-topology observables in
hadronic events were found to be well described by the simulation [4].
3. Measurement of the Charged Hadron Fractions
Charged tracks were identified as pions, kaons or protons, in the CRID using a likeli-
hood technique [16]. Information from the liquid (gas) radiator only was used for tracks
with p < 2.5 (p > 7.5) GeV/c; in the overlap region, 2.5 < p < 7.5 GeV/c, liquid and
gas information was combined. Additional track selection cuts were applied to remove
tracks that scattered through large angles before exiting the CRID and to ensure that
the CRID performance was well-modelled by the simulation. Tracks were required to
have at least 40 CDC hits, at least one of which was in the outermost superlayer, to
extrapolate through an active region of the appropriate radiator(s), and to have at least
80 (100)% of their expected liquid (gas) ring contained within a sensitive region of the
CRID TPCs. The latter requirement included rejection of tracks with p > 2.5 GeV/c
for which there was a saturated CRID hit (from passage of miminum-ionizing particles)
within a 5 cm radius (twice the maximum ring radius) of the expected gas ring center.
Tracks with p < 7.5 GeV/c were required to have a saturated hit within 1 cm of the
extrapolated track, and tracks with p > 2.5 GeV/c were required to have either such a
saturated hit or the presence of at least four hits consistent with a liquid ring. These
cuts accepted 47, 28 and 49% of tracks within the barrel acceptance in the momentum
ranges p < 2.5, 2.5 < p < 7.5 and p > 7.5 GeV/c, respectively. For momenta below
2 GeV/c, only negatively charged tracks were used to reduce the background from
protons produced in interactions with the detector material. For momenta below 2.5
GeV/c, only the VXD2 data were used (due to time constraints), and the results in
this region are identical to our published results [8].
For tracks with p < 2.5 (p > 2.5) GeV/c, we define a particle to be identified as
type j, where j = π,K,p, if Lj exceeds both of the other log-likelihoods by at least
5 (3) units. Efficiencies for identifying selected particles of true type i as type j were
determined where possible from the data, using tracks from tagged K0s , τ
± and Λ0 de-
cays, as described in [8]. An example is shown in fig. 1. A detailed Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation of the detector was then used to make small corrections to these measure-
ments, and to derive the remaining efficiencies from those measured. These efficiencies
are parametrized in terms of continuous functions in each of the three momentum
ranges, and are shown in fig. 2, in which the pairs of lines represent our estimated effi-
ciencies plus and minus their systematic uncertainties. For the diagonal entries, these
uncertainties correspond to statistical errors on the parameters fitted from the data,
and are completely positively correlated across each of the three momentum regions.
For the off-diagonal terms, representing misidentification rates, a more conservative
25% relative error was assigned at all points to account for the limited experimental
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Figure 1: Calibration of the pion identification efficiencies using tracks from tagged
K0s and τ
± decays.
constraints on the momentum dependence. These errors are also strongly positively
correlated among momenta. The diagonal elements peak near or above 0.9 and the
pion coverage is continuous from 0.5 GeV/c up to approximately 35 GeV/c. There is a
gap in the kaon-proton separation between 7 and 10 GeV/c due to limited resolution of
the liquid system and the fact that both particles are below Cherenkov threshold in the
gas system. The proton coverage extends to the beam momentum. Misidentification
rates are typically less than 0.03, with peak values of up to 0.07.
In each momentum bin we measured the fractions of the selected tracks that were
identified as π, K and p. The observed fractions were related to the true production
fractions by an efficiency matrix, composed of the values in fig. 2 for that bin. This
matrix was inverted and used to unfold our observed identified particle rates. This
analysis procedure does not require that the sum of the charged particle fractions be
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Figure 2: Calibrated identification efficiencies for tracks used in the charged hadron
fractions analysis. The separations between the pairs of lines represent the systematic
uncertainties, which are strongly correlated between momenta.
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unity; instead the sum was used as a consistency check and was found to be within
statistical errors of unity for all momenta. In some momentum regions we cannot
distinguish two of the three species, so the procedure was reduced to a 2×2 matrix
analysis and we present only the fraction of the identified species, i.e. protons above
35 GeV/c and pions between 6 and 9.5 GeV/c.
Electrons and muons were not distinguished from pions in this analysis; this back-
ground was estimated from the simulation to be about 5% in the inclusive flavor sam-
ple, predominantly from c- and b-flavor events. The flavor-inclusive fractions were
corrected using the simulation for the lepton backgrounds, as well as for the effects of
beam-related backgrounds, particles interacting in the detector material, and particles
with large flight distance, such that the conventional definition of a final-state charged
hadron is recovered, namely charged pions, kaons or protons that are either from the
primary interaction or decay products of particles with lifetime less than 3×10−10s.
The measured charged particle fractions for inclusive hadronic Z0 decays are shown
in fig. 3. The errors on the points below 15 GeV/c are dominated by the systematic un-
certainties on the identification efficiencies and are strongly positively correlated across
the entire momentum range. For p > 15 GeV/c the errors have roughly equal statis-
tical and systematic contributions, and the systematic errors are positively correlated
and increase in magnitude with momentum.
Pions are seen to dominate the charged hadron production at low momentum, and
to decline steadily in fraction as momentum increases. The kaon fraction rises steadily
to about one-third at high momentum. The proton fraction rises to a maximum of
about one-tenth at about 10 GeV/c, then declines slowly. At high xp, the pion and kaon
fractions appear to be converging. This convergence could indicate reduced strangeness
suppression at high momentum, or that production is becoming dominated by leading
particles, such that kaons from ss¯ events are as common as pions from uu¯ and dd¯
events.
Where the momentum coverage overlaps, these measured fractions were found to
be in agreement with our previous results [8] and with other measurements at the
Z0 [17, 18, 19]. Measurements based on ring imaging [8, 17] and those based on
ionization energy loss rates [18, 19] cover complementary momentum ranges and can
be combined to provide continuous coverage over the range 0.2 < p < 35 GeV/c.
In fig. 4 we compare our measured charged hadron fractions with the predictions
of the JETSET 7.4 [12], UCLA [20] and HERWIG 5.8 [21] fragmentation models,
using default parameters. The momentum dependence of each fraction is reproduced
qualitatively by all three models. The HERWIG and UCLA predictions for the pion
fraction are high at intermediate xp; the three model predictions differ widely at very
high xp, but the statistics of the data are not sufficient to distinguish between them.
All three predictions for the kaon fraction are too low (high) at small (large) xp. The
JETSET prediction for the proton fraction is too high at all xp; those of HERWIG and
UCLA show structure in the proton fraction at large xp that is inconsistent with the
data.
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Figure 3: Measured charged hadron production fractions in hadronic Z0 decays. The
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fraction. The error bars are statistical only. The dotted lines indicate the systematic
errors, which are strongly correlated between momenta (see text).
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4. Flavor-Dependent Analysis
The analysis was repeated separately on the high-purity light- and b-tagged event
samples described in section 2, and on the remaining sample of events satisfying neither
tag requirement, which we denote c-tagged. In each momentum bin the measured
differential cross sections rmeasj of each hadron species for these three samples, j =light-
tag, c-tag, b-tag, were unfolded by inverting the relations:
rmeasj =
ΣibijǫijRir
true
i
ΣiǫijRi
(1)
to yield true differential cross sections rtruei in events of the three flavor types, i =1, 2,
3, corresponding to Z0 → uu¯, dd¯, ss¯, Z0 → cc¯ and Z0 → bb¯. Here, Ri is the fraction of
hadronic Z0 decays of flavor type i, taken from [23], ǫij is the event tagging efficiency
matrix, estimated from the simulation and listed in table 1, and bij represents the
momentum-dependent bias of tag j toward selecting events of flavor i that contain
hadrons of the type in question. The diagonal bias values [22] are within a few percent
of unity, reflecting a small multiplicity dependence of the flavor tags. The off-diagonal
bias values are larger, but these have little effect on the unfolded results.
In fig. 5 we compare our measured charged hadron fractions in light-flavor flavor
events with the predictions of the three fragmentation models. Qualitatively there is
little difference between these data and those for the inclusive sample (fig. 3), however
these are more relevant for comparison with QCD predictions based on the assumption
of massless primary quark production, as well as for determining parameters in frag-
mentation models. We observe the same general differences between the predictions of
the three fragmentation models and the data as were seen above in the flavor-inclusive
sample. This indicates that these deficiencies are in the fragmentation simulation and
not simply in the modelling of heavy hadron production and decay.
In fig. 6 we show the ratios of production in b- to light-flavor and c- to light-flavor
events for the three species. The systematic errors on the particle identification largely
cancel in these ratios, and the resulting errors are predominantly statistical. There
is greater production of charged pions in b-flavor events at low momentum, with an
approximately constant ratio for 0.02 < xp < 0.07. The production charged kaons is
approximately equal in the two samples at xp = 0.02, but the relative production in
b-flavor events then increases with xp, peaking at xp ≈ 0.07. There is approximately
equal production of protons in b-flavor and light-flavor events below xp = 0.15. For
xp > 0.1, production of all these particle species falls faster with increasing momentum
in b-flavor events. These features are consistent with expectations based on the known
properties of Z0 → bb¯ events, namely that a large fraction of the event energy is carried
by the leading B- and B¯-hadrons, which decay into a large number of lighter particles.
Also shown in fig. 6 are the predictions of the three fragmentation models, which
reproduce these features qualitatively, although HERWIG overestimates the pion and
kaon ratios by a large factor at low xp.
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There is higher kaon production in c-flavor events than in light-flavor events at
xp ∼ 0.1, reflecting the tendency of c-jets to produce a fairly hard charmed hadron
whose decay products include a kaon carrying a large fraction of its momentum. There
are fewer additional charged pions produced in D decays than in B decays, so that
pion production is only slightly higher in c-flavor events at very small xp. The pion
c:light ratio starts to cut off at a larger value, xp ≈ 0.3, than the corresponding b:light
ratio, attributable to the lower average decay multiplicity and softer fragmentation
function of D hadrons, and the kaon and proton ratios are consistent with this cutoff
point. Again, all three fragmentation models reproduce the data qualitatively, although
HERWIG overestimates the pion ratio at small xp, as it did in the b:light case, and
underestimates the proton ratio is large xp.
5. Leading Particle Effects
We extended [24] these studies to look for differences between particle and antiparticle
production in quark (rather than antiquark) jets, in order to address the question of
whether e.g. a primary u-initiated jet contains more particles that contain a valence
u-quark (e.g. π+, K+, p) than particles that do not (e.g. π−, K−, p¯). To this end we
used the light quark- and antiquark-tagged hemispheres described in section 2.
We measured the production rates per light quark jet
Rqh =
1
2Nevts
d
dxp
[
N(q → h) +N(q¯ → h¯)
]
, (2)
Rq
h¯
=
1
2Nevts
d
dxp
[
N(q → h¯) +N(q¯ → h)
]
, (3)
where: q and q¯ represent light-flavor quark and antiquark jets respectively; Nevts is
the total number of events in the sample; h represents any of the identified hadrons
π−, K−, and p, and h¯ indicates the corresponding antiparticle. Then, for example,
N(q → h) is the number of hadrons of type h in light quark jets.
The charged hadron fractions analysis was repeated separately on the positively
and negatively charged tracks in each of the quark- and antiquark-tagged samples.
Results for the positively charged tracks in the quark-tagged sample and the negatively-
charged tracks in the antiquark-tagged sample were consistent, so these two samples
were combined and labelled as positively charged hadrons from light quark jets, yielding
measured values of Rqpi+ , R
q
K+, and R
q
p in the tagged samples. The same procedure
applied to the remaining tracks yielded Rqpi−, R
q
K−, and R
q
p¯.
It is essential to understand the contributions to these rates from heavy-flavor
events, which are typically large in the momentum range we cover and show substan-
tial differences between hadron and antihadron due to decay products of the heavy
hadrons. This motivated our use of light-tagged events, and the residual heavy flavor
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contributions were estimated from the simulation to be typically 15% of the observed
hadrons. This estimate was applied as a correction, yielding differential cross sections
per light-quark-tagged jet. The effect of this correction on the results was negligible
compared with the statistical errors.
For each hadron type, differential cross sections in light quark jets were then ex-
tracted by correcting for the light-tag bias and unfolding for the effective quark (vs.
antiquark) purity. The purity was estimated from the simulation to be 0.72, which is
slightly lower than the value of 0.73 noted in section 2, reflecting the cutoff in accep-
tance of the barrel CRID at | cos θ| = 0.68.
The measured differential cross sections per light quark jet are shown in fig 7. The
errors shown are are the sum in quadrature of statistical errors and those systematic
errors arising from uncertainties in the heavy-flavor background correction and the
effective quark purity; the statistical errors dominate this total. Systematic errors
common to hadron and antihadron, such as those due to their identification efficiencies,
are not included,
In all cases the hadron and antihadron differential cross sections are consistent
at low xp. For charged pions there are small differences at high xp, and for the other
particles there are substantial differences, all of which appear to increase with increasing
xp. It is convenient to show these data in the form of the difference between hadron
and antihadron differential cross sections normalized by the sum:
Dh =
Rqh − R
q
h
Rqh +R
q
h
, (4)
The common systematic errors cancel explicitly in this variable. Results are shown
in fig 8, along with our previous [8] similar results for the strange vector meson K∗0
and the Λ0 hyperon. A value of zero corresponds to equal production of hadron and
antihadron, and the data are consistent with zero at low xp. A value of +1 (–1)
corresponds to complete dominance of (anti)hadrons h.
The baryon results are most straightforward to interpret. Since baryons contain
valence quarks and not antiquarks, the excess of baryons over antibaryons in light
quarks jets provides clear evidence for the production of leading baryons at high scaled
momentum. The data suggest that the effect increases with xp.
The interpretation for the mesons is more complicated, since they contain one
valence quark along with one antiquark. All down-type quarks are produced equally
and with the same SM forward-backward asymmetry in Z0 decays, so that if a leading
neutral particle such as K∗0 (ds¯) were produced equally in d and s¯ jets then one
would observe D
K
∗0 = 0. In the case of charged mesons such as π− (du¯), the different
production rates and forward-backward asymmetries of up- and down-type quarks
cause a nonzero dilution of leading particle effects. At the Z0, equal leading pion
production in u- and d-jets would lead to a dilution factor of 0.27.
Our measured Dpi− are consistently above zero at high xp, and consistently below
0.27Dp, although statistically consistent at each point with both. This suggests that
15
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leading primary pions are produced, but indicates that nonleading production of pions
must be relatively large. This could be due to a very soft leading pion momentum
distribution and/or a large “background” contribution from decays of ρ0, K∗, etc. Our
measured DK− are well above both zero and 0.27Dp for xp > 0.2. This indicates both
substantial production of leading K± mesons at high momentum, and a depletion of
leading kaon production in uu¯ and dd¯ events relative to ss¯ events.
Assuming these high-momentum kaons to be directly produced in the fragmentation
process, this amounts to a direct observation of a suppression of ss¯ production from the
vacuum with respect to uu¯ or dd¯ production. Assuming all K± in the range xp > 0.5
to be leading, we calculate γs = 0.26 ± 0.06, consistent with values [25] derived from
inclusive measurements of the relative production rates of strange and non-strange,
pseudoscalar and vector mesons.
Also shown in fig. 8 are the predictions of the three Fragmentation models. All
three are consistent with the meson data and with the Λ0 data. The JETSET model is
also consistent with the proton data, however the other two models predict a saturated
value of Dp for xp > 0.4 that is inconsistent with the data.
6. Summary and Conclusions
Using the SLD Cherenkov Ring Imaging Detector we have made preliminary measure-
ments of charged pion, kaon and proton production over most of the momentum range
in hadronic Z0 decays. We find the predictions of the JETSET, UCLA and HERWIG
fragmentation models to be in qualitative agreement with our data. These results are
in agreement with those from previous experiments.
By isolating high-purity light- and b-flavor samples, we have measured hadron pro-
duction in light-flavor events, as well as in c- and b-flavor events. We find substantial
differences in particle production between light- and heavy-flavor events, with the lat-
ter producing more mesons overall, but far fewer at high momentum. These qualitative
features are expected given the hard fragmentation and high average decay multiplicity
of heavy hadrons. The light-flavor sample is more suitable for testing predictions of
QCD that assume massless quarks, as well as for testing fragmentation models. We
find differences between fragmentation model predictions and our data similar to those
found in the inclusive sample, indicating that the deficiencies lie in the simulation of
fragmentation rather than in that of heavy hadron production and decay.
By isolating high-purity light-quark and light-antiquark samples, we have made
the first comparison of hadron and antihadron production in light-quark jets in e+e−
annihilation. We observed an excess of p over p¯, which appears to increase with
momentum, and provides direct evidence for the “leading particle” hypothesis that high
momentum protons are more likely to contain the primary quark. We also observed a
large excess of high momentum K− over K+ indicating that a high momentum kaon
is likely to contain a primary quark or antiquark from the Z0 decay, and that leading
18
kaons are produced predominantly in ss¯ events rather than dd¯ or uu¯ events. We observe
only a small excess of π− over π+ at high momentum, due in part to the cancellation of
the signal from uu¯ and dd¯ events, but also suggesting a large nonleading pion fraction
even in this momentum region.
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